(1)
The principal advantage of the "MEI" boundary condition is that it allows the truncation of the grid space very close to the body while retaining the accuracyladvantages of conventional difference methods.
We may mention here that the application of MEI to electrostatics has been previously discussed [3] . However, in this paper we provide a more efficient approach. The essential differences are as follows:
1)

2)
3)
The FE grid is truncated two layers from the body in all cases. Only three neighboring nodes are used for computing weighting coefficients using MEI method, For two-body problem, a single "umbilical chord" is used.
The organization of the paper is as follows: In the next section, we describe our grid termination technique. In Section III, some typical numerical examples are provided for comparison Manuscript received January 27, 1995 purposes. Since the FE method is well-known, the description of the method is not provided in this paper.
II. TERMINATIONOF FE GRID USING MEI METHOD
The MEI method presented in [2] utilizes a six point difference equation relating the nodes on the boundary to the interior nodes, bỹ P,V, = O (Here M = 6).
(2) j=l
For a boundary node, the adjacent five points were chosen as shown in Fig. 1 . It has been assumed that a difference equation like [2] actually simulates an essentially numerical absorbing boundary condition. In this case, we set PI = 1 without any loss of generality [2] . The other values of ,63 are found by assuming five different linearly independent fixed charge distributions [e.g., 1, COS(Z), sin(z), COS(2Z), sin(2x)] on the structure, Based on these charge distributions, the potential at all the boundary nodes and at any interior layer adjacent to the boundary layer may be computed utilizing the free space Green's function. Thus, for two-dimensional static regions, we get
where c is the perimeter of the object, and q. (p') is the assumed charge density on the contour. So once the five potentials at the same points (V2 -V6 of Fig. 1 ) are known, /3 = 2 to 6 can be solved for by solving a 5 x 5 matrix equation. These values of /33 are sufficient for relating the boundary node to its neighbors. Note that in this scheme, the sparsity of the matrix is still maintained since only six points are used [2] . In this work, M has been chosen as 4. Since a finite difference solution with MEI uses only four nodes (three boundary nodes and one interior node), it is felt that same number is sufficient for the FE/NIEI solution also. Therefore for node VI, of Fig. 1 , we choose v2, V4, and V(j to enforce the absorbing boundary condition, This is accomplished by choosing three independent charge distributions given by q:(1) = 1.0, q:(l) = sin (27ri/L)j and q;(l) = cos (27rl/L) where L is the total circumferential length of the object, 1 is the parameter measured along the contour of the two-dimensional body and Thecharge distribution onaninfinite PECcircular cylinder O.l mto to obtain more accurate results by increasing the number of layers, we do not recommend this procedure since it results in a large number of unknowns and thus inefficient. In fact, our suggestion is to increase the grid density while keeping two layers only, which will increase the number of unknowns only marginally while providing greater object resolution. We think this is an important point to note while using the FE/MEI method. used to link separated bodies thus providing an efficient FE/MEI solution for the multiple body problem. [4] 
